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You know you are not real

Who are you can you speak

that is the great puzzle
Would you like cats if you were me?

replied the mouse.
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Six impossible things before breakfast
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What does the pig say?

She knows but what she knows is unknowable.

The pig.

(Part of installation
Scribble the Cat with Rhizome)
Cradle II
Hybrid Pig
The Crucus - Puppy & Zara
M.D. Arnold (Upside/Downside/Taken)
M.D. Arnold (Dancing 1)
M.D. Arnold (Dancing 2) [with possible note]
M.D. Arnold (seated with crossed legs)
H. D. (seated)
The Borogoves

A Blur

The All-knowing Pig

Please come play with me.

Harrismith

(Handwritten notes:
Swimming in the pool...
impossible things
Lying backwards
I never heard of such a thing
Bye-the-bye
What became of the baby?

Said the Cat
It turned into a pig!
Alice answered
But perhaps it was only a梦
But nothing there were no tears

Why Sometimes I believe in 6 Impossible things before breakfast

Cheshire Russ
Would you tell me please
Which Way
I ought to go from here

That depends a good deal on where you want to get to

Don't Grant
That is not at all a proper way of exposing yourself

The Cheshire Cat
I've often said to myself
I wish I could
talk with plants

He only does it to amuse because he knows it teases
All
It's like a
big game of chess
Don’t grunt

That is not at all a proper way of expressing yourself.

That depends a good deal about where you want to get to.

He only does it to annoy because he knows it Teases.
which way the way
I ought to go
from here

it was

gibbing

were no tears

wow wow wow

+ I don't care for

JAM
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